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We propose a cooperative asymmetry-induced transparency, CAIT, formed by collective excitations in
metamaterial arrays of discrete resonators. CAIT can display a sharp transmission resonance even when
the constituent resonators individually exhibit broad resonances. We further show how dynamically
reconfiguring the metamaterial allows one to actively control the transparency. While reminiscent of
electromagnetically induced transparency, which can be described by independent emitters, CAIT relies
on a cooperative response resulting from strong radiative couplings between the resonators.
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Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), a
result of destructive interference between different excitation paths, causes an otherwise opaque collection of electromagnetic (EM) emitters to become transparent over a
range of frequencies. In atomic gases, interference between
atomic level transitions prevents the excitation of a transition that scatters incident light [1–3]. This interference
abruptly alters the dispersion relation for frequencies in the
transparency window, providing a mechanism to slow [4]
or even stop light for later retrieval [5,6]. Slow and stopped
light pulses have lead to applications in sensitive magnetometry [7–10], all-optical switching [11], and quantum
memories [12–15].
Several theoretical proposals [16–19] and experimental
realizations [20–29] have transferred the idea of EIT in
independently scattering atoms to metamaterial arrays of
circuit elements. In these artificially structured materials,
the unit-cell resonators (metamolecules) play a role analogous to atoms in conventional EIT. A transmission resonance forms via coupling between two modes of plasmonic
excitations in independently scattering metamolecules: a
bright mode that strongly radiates and a dark mode with a
narrower radiative linewidth. However, if the two modes
have comparably broad linewidths and the metamolecules
scatter independently, the quality of EIT-like transmission
resonances is severely limited.
Recent studies [30–34] have shown that, rather than
independently, certain systems of closely spaced resonators respond cooperatively to an incident field. In particular, interactions between resonators that are mediated by
scattered EM fields result in collective modes of resonator
excitations [30,35], several of which have significantly
narrowed radiative linewidths.
In this Letter, we show how to exploit such collective
modes to realize a cooperative transmission resonance. We
propose a cooperative asymmetry-induced transparency
(CAIT) in metamaterials. Unlike transmission resonances
based on independent scatterers, the bright and dark
modes in CAIT are collective. Specifically, the dark
mode possesses a cooperatively narrowed resonance
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linewidth. This narrowing leads to a sharp resonance of
high transmission, even though the resonators forming the
metamaterial would individually, in isolation, exhibit
broad resonances.
The transmission resonance is sensitive to the size of the
system and the specific resonator configuration. Limited
only by intrinsic nonradiative losses, the transmission
resonance and group delay of a transmitted pulse can
become progressively narrower and longer, respectively,
with increasing size of a two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial array. In a 205  205 array, for example, we estimate
that the resonance width (pulse delay) can reach approximately =1000 (1600=), where  is the linewidth of a
single isolated resonator. Furthermore, changing relative
positions of the resonators alters the EM mediated interactions between them, and, hence, the cooperative material
response. We show that using reconfigurable metamaterials
[36,37], in which one can dynamically shift the layout of
the metamolecules, allows one to actively control the
transparency.
To illustrate CAIT, we consider a 2D array of asymmetric split rings (ASRs) [32,38], consisting of pairs of concentric circular arcs (Fig. 1). The setup is closely related to
recent transmission resonance experiments [32]. In each
ASR, currents can flow symmetrically, producing a net
^ or antisymmetrically,
electric dipole along the direction d,
^ CAIT forms
producing a net magnetic dipole along m.
from the coupling between two phase-coherent collective
modes of ASR excitations that are phase matched with an
incident EM plane wave propagating perpendicular to the
array. The incident field drives the phase-matched electric
(PME) mode, dominated by all electric dipoles oscillating
in phase, while the phase-matched magnetic (PMM) mode,
consisting almost entirely of magnetic dipoles perpendicular to the array, does not directly couple to the incident
field. In an array with subwavelength lattice spacing, magnetic dipole radiation emitted into the plane of the array
repeatedly scatters off other resonators and can become
trapped, causing the radiative linewidth of the PMM mode
M to narrow with system size.
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To better understand how a collection of ASRs behaves
in concert, we first examine a single, isolated ASR of two
interacting arcs. The dynamics of an ASR ‘ can be
described by the amplitudes of symmetric, c‘;þ , and
antisymmetric, c‘; , current oscillations, which are
given in termspﬃﬃﬃof the meta-atom variables as c‘; ¼
ðb2‘  b2‘1 Þ= 2. These oscillations are eigenmodes of a
single symmetric split ring (SSR) (! ¼ 0) with the radiative decay rates þ  2E and   2M and resonance frequencies !0  .
In a single ASR, the asymmetry shifts the resonance
frequencies of the left and right arcs. As a result, the
symmetric and antisymmetric oscillations are no longer
eigenmodes of a single ASR, and the evolution of those
oscillations becomes coupled

ˆ
m̂

FIG. 1 (color online). A schematic illustration of CAIT in an
array of ASRs. The inset shows symmetric (antisymmetric)
currents in the ASR meta-atoms producing electric (magnetic)
^ The PME (PMM) mode is illustrated in the
dipoles along d^ (m).
upper left (upper right), and has a decay rate E (M ). An
incident wave couples an unexcited (lower) array to the PME
mode with strength FE , while asymmetry ! induces a coupling
between the PME and PMM modes. The grey lines represent
other collective modes.

Because it radiates only weakly [31,39], the PMM mode
can be used as a collective dark mode in CAIT. For
example, in a 33  33 array of split rings separated by
half a wavelength, cooperative interactions reduce M
50-fold [30]. An excited superradiant PME mode, on the
other hand, radiates with rate E *   M , scattering
the field into the forward and backward directions and
reflecting the incident field. We will show how an interference permits the excitation of the cooperatively narrowed
PMM mode at the expense of the PME mode, forming a
transmission resonance with an active control.
We consider a 2D square lattice of identical ASRs in the
z ¼ 0 plane with subwavelength lattice spacing a and lattice
vectors a1 ¼ ae^ x and a2 ¼ ae^ y . The ASR electric (magnetic) dipoles—produced by symmetric (antisymmetric)
^ ¼ e^ z )
current oscillations—are oriented along d^ ¼ e^ y (m
[39]; Fig. 1. Each ASR, labeled by index ‘ (‘ ¼ 1; . . . ; N)
and centered at r‘ , comprises two meta-atoms (circular
arcs). A meta-atom, labeled by index j (j ¼ 1; . . . ; 2N),
behaves as a radiatively damped LC circuit which is driven
by the incident field and the fields emitted by all other
meta-atoms in the system [30]. We describe the current
flow in meta-atom j by a slowly varying complex amplitude bj [39]. The meta-atom resonance frequencies are
centered on !0 . Owing to an asymmetry in arc lengths,
the resonance frequencies of the right (j ¼ 2‘) and left
(j ¼ 2‘  1) meta-atoms in each ASR are shifted by !
and !, respectively. The oscillating electric and magnetic dipoles of each meta-atom radiate at respective rates
E and M .

c_ ‘; ¼ ð =2  iÞc‘  i!c‘; þ F‘; ;

(1)

where F‘;þ ’ iei!0 t ½60 c3 E =!30 1=2 d^  Eþ
and
in ðr‘ Þ
^  Bþ
F‘; ’ ei!0 t ½6c3 M =ð0 !30 Þ1=2 m
ðr
Þ
represent
in ‘
the driving of the ASR electric and magnetic dipoles by
positive frequency components of the incident electric Eþ
in
and magnetic Bþ
in fields. We will specifically consider the
^  Bin ¼ 0. An EIT-like resonance of indearrangement m
pendently scattering ASRs requires that 
 . This
would allow the dark mode (with a lower emission rate) to
be highly excited so that the coupling ! to the bright
mode (with a higher emission rate) destructively interferes
with the driving of the bright mode by the incident field. In
most experimental situations involving ASRs [32,38],
however, þ and  are comparable. Therefore, an array
of independently scattering ASRs cannot exhibit an EITlike transmission resonance.
The situation differs, however, in a metamaterial array of
several ASRs that interact via scattered EM fields. As a
result of interactions, the system possesses collective
modes of oscillation extended over the metamaterial. To
show how CAIT can emerge from these collective modes,
we construct an approximate phenomenological model
from the PME and PMM modes, the two collective modes
that are phase matched with the incident field. We use this
model to analytically calculate the steady-state reflectance
and transmittance. The mode properties, the accuracy of
the phenomenological model, and the role of other collective modes in the metamaterial’s EM response are numerically determined using the formalism introduced in
Ref. [30]. These calculations fully incorporate all dependent scattering processes [30,40–45] between the resonators to all orders. Applying the formalism to a 2D array of
ASRs [31] yielded a narrowing of collective linewidths
with system size that agreed extremely well with experimental measurements of transmission resonances [32].
In the analysis, we approximate the incident EM field
^ y eikzit (k ¼ =c). The collective
by Eþ
in ðr; tÞ ¼ E e
dynamics of the full metamaterial system, described
by meta-atom variables b ðb1 ; b2 ; . . . ; b2N1 ; b2N ÞT , is
governed by [30,31]
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C ¼ CSSR  i!A:

(2)

In the radiative dynamics of the meta-atoms, described by
C, we separate the contributions of CSSR and i!A, so that
the matrix CSSR describes the collective dynamics of the
metamaterial in the absence of asymmetry (i.e., in an array
where all ASRs are replaced by SSRs), and !A accounts
for the resonance shifts of the individual meta-atoms due to
the asymmetry of the ASRs. The diagonal elements of the
interaction matrix CSSRj;j ¼ =2, where  E þ M ,
represent decay rates and its off-diagonal elements account
for interactions mediated by the scattered EM field, including near and far field contributions. The asymmetry in the
ASRs shifts the meta-atom resonance frequencies by
!. The sign of the frequency shift for a given metaatom is contained in the diagonal matrix A ¼
diagð1; 1; . . . ; 1; 1Þ; the alternating signs of the elements indicate that the asymmetry shifts the frequencies
of each side of the ASR in opposite directions. As a result
of the incident wave, each element j also experiences a
driving Fj ¼ F0 exp½iðkzj  tÞ,    !0 , with uniform amplitude F0 .
In the following analysis, it is beneficial to consider the
collective modes that are eigenvectors of CSSR , i.e., eigenmodes of a metamaterial in the absence of metamolecule
asymmetries. Of particular interest among the collective
modes are the PME and PMM modes with phase-coherent
electric and magnetic dipole excitations, respectively. The
incident wave, whose electric field is parallel to the ASR
electric dipoles, drives the PME mode. Since the incident
wave’s magnetic field is perpendicular to the ASR magnetic dipoles, the PMM mode is not directly driven. The
asymmetry, however, couples the collective modes to each
other in a way similar to how it couples the symmetric and
antisymmetric oscillations of a single isolated ASR [39].
The phases and amplitudes of the electric dipoles in the
PME mode closely match those of the magnetic dipoles in
the PMM mode. Because of this mode matching, the
asymmetry couples the PME and PMM modes more
strongly to each other than to any other mode in the system.
Therefore, we initially ignore the coupling of other collective modes to the PME and PMM modes. (This is later
justified by the full numerical calculation and in [39].) The
dynamics is, therefore, approximated by
c_ E ¼ ðiE  E =2ÞcE  i!cM þ fE ;
c_ M ¼ ðiM  M =2ÞcM  i!cE ;

(3a)
(3b)

where the subscripts E and M refer to PME and PMM
modes, respectively (excitation amplitudes cE;M , resonance
frequency shifts E;M , decay rates E;M , and driving fE ).
Equations (3a) and (3b) are similar to those that describe
the dynamics of atomic coherences in EIT [3]. Namely,
when the system is driven on resonance with the PMM
mode and ð!Þ2  M E , the PMM mode is excited and
the asymmetry induced coupling between the PMM and

PME destructively interferes with the driving of the PME
mode to prevent its excitation.
In the calculation of the transmittance and reflectance
we consider the field scattered from the resonators in the
forward, e^ z , and backward, e^ z , directions in the far field.
We assume an absorbing planar barrier is placed around the
metamaterial array so that the incident field can propagate
through the array, but not around it, yielding the diffracted
far field component of the incident field in the forward
direction, EI d^  EI ðe^ z Þ [39]. Both the incident and the
scattered fields ES ðe^ z Þ are polarized along the meta-atom
electric dipoles. Therefore, we define the transmittance and
reflectance amplitudes as T ¼ ½EI þ d^  ES ðe^ z Þ=EI and
R ¼ d^  ES ðe^ z Þ=EI [39].
We first estimate R and T in a phenomenological model
by solving the steady-state response of Eqs. (3) and assuming a uniformly excited array. This simplified approach is
then compared with a full numerical solution of Eq. (2) that
incorporates all collective modes and the finite-size effects.
In the phenomenological uniform mode approximation
[39], we find
R¼

R0 E =2½M =2  ið  M Þ
; (4)
ð!Þ2  ð  E þ iE =2Þð  M þ iM =2Þ

and T ¼ 1 þ R, where R0 ¼ 3ðE =E Þ=½2ða=Þ2  is
the reflectance of the system on resonance with the PME
mode when ! ¼ 0, and  c=ð2!0 Þ. The phenomenological model (4) depends on the parameters of the
collective modes PME and PMM, E;M and E;M , that
may be calculated numerically [39]. Some example values
are given in Table I. To illustrate the cooperative nature of
CAIT, we here examine the transmission properties of
three different sized arrays: a small (11  11), medium
(41  41), and large (205  205). All have lattice spacing
a ¼ 0:4, E ¼ M , and are composed of ASRs whose
meta-atoms are separated by u ¼ 0:18.
Figure 2 shows that, in the medium array, the uniform
mode approximation reproduces the qualitative behavior of
the full model [Eq. (2)]. This correspondence indicates that
the PME and PMM modes play the dominant role in
governing the array’s transmission properties. The discrepancy arises due to finite-size effects in the full model,
which, for example, allow the excitation of modes other
than the PME and PMM modes.
TABLE I. The ASR asymmetries and the PME and PMM
mode properties of the 2D ASR arrays used to demonstrate
CAIT. The linewidth M varies inversely with the size of the
array.
Array size
Small: 11  11
Medium: 41  41
Large: 205  205
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!= E = E = M =
0.1
0.1
0.02

0.76
0.79
0.79

1.5
1.5
1.5

0.57
0.56
0.56

M =
0.034
3:0  103
1:2  104
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The intensity transmittance jTj2 and
(b) the phase delay argðTÞ of the small ASR array in the full
model (dot-dashed green line), the medium array in the full
model (solid blue line), the medium array in the uniform mode
approximation (dashed blue line), and the large array in the
uniform mode approximation (thin black line). Simultaneously
increasing the array size and reducing the asymmetry narrows
the CAIT resonance.

FIG. 3 (color online). The effect of reconfiguring the metamaterial geometry on the transmission resonance. The intensity
transmittance (solid line) and intensity reflectance (dashed
line) are calculated for a (a) 41  41 2D array and (b) a lattice
in which the two sublattices are shifted by R ¼ 0:1^ez .
Calculations account for excitation of and scattering from all
collective modes. The vertical dashed lines indicate the PMM
resonance.

Comparing the transmission spectra in Fig. 2, one finds
that the medium and large arrays support CAIT, while the
small array does not. When M
ð!Þ2 =E , as in the
medium and large arrays, excitation of the PME mode is
suppressed in a range of frequencies around the PMM
resonance [39]. This suppression reduces reflection, opening a transparency window. Equation (4) indicates that
resonant driving of the PMM maximizes the intensity
E . The quality, or intransmittance when jE  M j
verse spectral width, of the resonance increases in proporð!Þ2 =E
tion to ð!Þ2 [39]. But the condition M
imposes an upper bound on the achievable quality, as
illustrated by the lack of a transparency window for the
small array.
In contrast to EIT, the decay rate of the cooperative dark
mode asymptotically scales as M 1=N with the number
N of ASRs [31]. This permits one to narrow the transparency window by designing an array with a greater N
and reduced !, even when the constituent resonators
individually would exhibit broad linewidths. On PMM
resonance, Eq. (4) implies that the minimum asymmetry
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
required to suppress R below a given level !min / M
[39]. Hence, the maximum attainable quality factor
[/ ð!Þ2 ] of the transparency window increases in proportion to N and is eventually only limited by nonradiative
losses, resulting in very sharp resonances with high modulation depths. For example, from the asymptotic expressions of E;M and E;M [39], we can deduce that
simultaneously quintupling the side lengths of an array
and reducing ! by a factor of five narrows the resonance
from about =40 to =1000, while maintaining the peak
transmittance (Fig. 2).
The sharp transmission resonance exhibits a considerable sensitivity of phase delay ’ðÞ arg½TðÞ to .
According to numerics, a pulse resonant on the PMM
mode passing through the 41  41 sample would experience a group delay of g d’=dj¼M  47=. The
delay is further enhanced in the large array owing to

linewidth narrowing and we estimate g  1600= in the
phenomenological model.
Dynamically reconfiguring the metamaterial geometry
[36,37] provides an active control mechanism for the transparency. To illustrate this, we split the medium array into
two interleaved sublattices with lattice vectors a1 ¼ 2ae^ x
and a2 ¼ ae^ y . The lattices are displaced from one and
other by ae^ x þ R so that for R ¼ 0, the ASRs form a
square lattice. Figure 3 shows how distorting the lattice
alters the transmission resonance. Displacing the sublattices by R ¼ 0:1e^ z generates a relative shift of about
0:5 between the PME and PMM resonances, almost
entirely eliminating the transparency. A fast control of
metamaterial arrays [37], together with the sensitivity of
cooperative resonances to the specific resonator configuration, could potentially open possibilities for stopped pulse
and light storage applications [5].
In conclusion, we proposed a controllable mechanism to
produce a cooperative transmission resonance CAIT.
Whereas standard EIT can be described by independent
emitters, CAIT relies on a cooperative response of the
metamaterial. A transmission resonance forms when a
subradiant collective mode, acting as a dark state, is excited at the expense of the mode that most efficiently
couples to an incident EM field. Since the lifetime of the
dark PMM mode increases with size of the array [31], the
attainable quality of the resonance scales in proportion
with the number of resonators in the metamaterial. For
large arrays, only nonradiative decay, which could be
incorporated into the analysis using a phenomenological
parameter [31], limits the attainable quality factor of the
resonance. In low-loss materials, such as superconducting
metamaterial arrays [46–51], the nonradiative decay, however, can be suppressed.
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